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C O V E R  A R T

Agathe de Bailliencourt 
Here from Here

Conceived as a ‘state of 
suspension’ where the boundaries 
between abstraction and 
representation; word and image; 
and nature and artificiality 
are blurred, Here from Here 
references a Japanese Zen garden 
in its material and theme. The 
installation reframes the horizon 
in a visceral context, collapsing 
time and space, offering viewers 
an acute moment of being 
present “here” – in a physical 
place and a moment in time.

F R E E  A D M I S S I O N

Exhibition on till 5 Feb 2017
10:30am to 8pm daily
Aloft at Hermès, 
541 Orchard Road, 
Liat Towers

Marilyn Lee
MA Art Therapy, AThr, 
BS Studio Art
editoranzatasg@gmail.com

The year springs forth fresh with a new look to ANZATA Singapore 
News – it’s our first birthday, and with that, we give you Present! We 
welcome graphic and layout designer Weng Yiping wholeheartedly, 
who impressed me with her grace. I am also happy to work alongside 
Caroline Essame, our issue columnist, who shares valuable insights 
on children’s developmental play.  We recognize how significant and 
powerful the role of a parent is over one’s life span, and have brought 
forth articles that touch upon this.

We introduce two contributing writers, who share their recovery 
process from losing a parent. We hear in their own voice, how they 
rescued themselves from despair. Pia Mellody, in The Intimacy Factor, 
writes, “ rediscovery of the authentic self is what recovery is all about. 
Authentikos (greek) derives from authentes, which means “author.”  
The antonym of “authentic” is “counterfeit.”  When I met Angeline Kin 
and Calvin Pang, I was reminded that when one grieves, time cannot 
be bypassed. Trauma needs the passage of time to be replaced by 
positive emotions and healthier behavioral patterns effectively.

It took Angeline 14 years to cleanse of the trauma of losing her 
father to a tragic accident. Calvin, at 28 years old, who was a poet 
and practicing artist, sublimated the negative emotions, creating new 
work within a year of losing his mother to sickness. He says, “when 
I make my work, I slow down, my thoughts slow down. Making art is 
the way to be most connected to oneself, it's the way to be your 
own authentic self.” I myself have lost much time while being there for 
my own mother coping with her personal losses and divorce, 
and with repeated battles against cancer. I mourned for years, a love 
lost and the opportunities for a family he and I would have had 
together. Journey with us on page 25 for Angeline Kin’s Revisiting 
Grief and Calvin Pang’s Making Art as A Way of Dealing with Loss.

Editor’s Note

“ The real horizon is the 
constantly present possibility of 
                         actual change.” 

- Agathe de Bailliencourt
  Cover Artist

Our cover art Here from Here is a mesmerizing installation by 
Agathe de Bailliencourt, at the Hermès store gallery, Aloft. The 
work invites you to partake in it and I sat on the bench in its 
presence for a good amount of time. I spoke with the stranger 
beside me, of his love for sailing, the open sea, his frequent 
seasickness, all which Here from Here inspired. When I saw 
choppy waves in the far horizon an hour into our conversation, 
I felt that satisfaction one knows of, when you feel the infinite 
sea. When finally, imagination meets experience, we concluded 
our chat. It’s interesting, when art interfaces perfect strangers in 
authentic ways.

Join us as we open the year with our feature of art therapists 
who have previously lived, worked or studied in Singapore and 
who have remained in touch, in No Longer Strangers. I hope 
2017 presents you with the precious gift of mindfulness in 
transformative actions for creating flow.
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No longer strangers...
Checking in with 
Various Art Therapists

Loss and Found
with Marilyn Lee, 
We Find Them New Homes

featuring Calvin Pang,
Making Art as a Way of Dealing 
with Loss

and Angeline Kin, 
Revisiting Grief

New ways to 
understand how 
children learn
Workshop by Caroline Essame

The importance 
of mess
with Caroline Essame
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strangers...
NO LONGER 

Penelope Orfanoudaki
Montreux, Switzerland

Chanudi Wickramasinha
Melbourne, Australia

 Cindy Yani Harjatanaya
Jakarta, Indonesia

Tomo Aoshima Williams
New Territories, Hong KongMutia Ribowo

Jakarta, Indonesia

Anchana Meemootti
Bangkok, Thailand

Romny Vandoros
Sydney, Australia

Nanda Lourier
Gorinchem, The Netherlands

F E AT U R E  S T O R Y :
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Cindy studied in Singapore for 6 years 
completing her Bachelor’s in Fine Art 
and Masters in Art Therapy at LASALLE 
College of the Arts. Returning to Indonesia 
meant reconnecting with her large family 
and building her career professionally.

She has always gravitated towards working 
with children.  She spent 3 years as a 
counselor in early childhood and primary 
schools in North Jakarta, establishing 
art therapy in the counseling program.   
She provided psycho education classes, 
routine seminars to parents and training 
workshops for teachers.  It was a huge 
responsibility but she felt honored to 
be trusted to run 2 schools at the same 
time for a period of 3 and half years. 
The experience developed her interest in 

mother and child dyads with attachment 
issues, children with special needs, and 
peer group therapy for better socialization.

She is currently working to start a private 
practice, PT Terapi Seni Indonesia 
(Indonesia Art Therapy Pte Ltd), together 
with her former classmate, Mutia Ribowo. 
The business, based in South Jakarta, 
will reach out to people of all ages with 
developmental, psychological, and 
mental health concerns.  Collaborations 
with schools, university and community 
programs for workshops are in the works.

Cindy has been living in Jakarta for 4 years 
now and is looking forward to a married 
life with her partner in a year’s time.

Cindy Yani
Harjatanaya

JAKARTA

BA Business & Languages, 
Ichtus Hogeschool Rotterdam
BA Massage Therapy, Holos, Utrecht

As an expatriate, Nanda moved  from 
Singapore to Sweden after the completing a 
Masters in Art Therapy at LASALLE College 
of the Arts in 2012.  She spent 2 and a half 
years in Gothenburg raising her young family 
and organizing groups for expatriate women 
like herself, in a community to make art, 
share, express and gain insight.

Inspired by the power of healing in groups, 
she moved to the Netherlands in 2014, and 
continued to facilitate art groups. Her experience 
was made special at a walk-in house for people 
with cancer and their families. She taught art 
activities, and conducted group art therapy. 
www.deblauweanemoon.nl  

The house was part of a project set up to provide 
an additional psycho-social health service on top 
of the regular hospital program.  Cancer patients 

are encouraged to visit during opening hours 
to meet up, have coffee, chat or do activities. 
In September 2016, she celebrated the house’s 
5th year anniversary with an exhibition of her 
clients’ artwork. 

Nanda founded her own business, Orange 
Heart in 2016. She works alongside a massage 
therapist, an occupational therapist, a 
sport psychologist, an acupuncturist and a 
physiotherapist within a wellness clinic.  
She chose the name Oranje Hart to reflect 
her patriotism, and her objectives of bringing 
balance between head and heart decisions.  
She is looking forward to providing workshops 
in art and personal growth for local residents in 
the new year, while juggling motherhood to her 
three young daughters.
www.oranjehart.nu

Nanda is a member of the Dutch Federation of 
Arts Therapies and Psychomotor Therapy, FVB.

Nanda
LourierGORINCHEM

http://www.oranjehart.nu
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BA (Hons.) Art Education, 
Chulalongkorn University
MA, AThR
Anchana works with adult patients in a 
psychiatric unit in a private hospital in 
Bangkok, Thailand as an art therapist since 
graduating from LASALLE College of the 
Arts, MA, Art Therapy in 2015. She provides 
art therapy for adults, and will begin a project 
with the children’s department this year.

Formerly a part-time art teacher and full-
time graphic designer and illustrator, 
Anchana sees art therapy as a beautiful 
process in strengthening a person’s self. Play 
therapy is another area that she is interested 
in, as she believes that art and play are 
friends. In her free time, she spends time in 
the clay studio as it gives her peace. She plans 
to make a personal collection of table ware 
for her for her kitchen. 

Anchana
MeemotiBANGKOK

MA, AThR

Mutia has been living in Jakarta for 6 years 
after relocating from Singapore. She is a 
mom of a 3 year old, with a BA in product 
design, a MA in early childhood education, 
and in Art Therapy. 

Currently she is working side by side 
with a psychiatrist  treating adolescents 
and adults in areas of trauma and mental 
illness such as Depression, Schizophrenia 
and Bipolar Disorder. 

She is the founder of ART+i Art Therapy 
Jakarta, an Art Therapy center in 
South Jakarta and is busy setting up a 
collaborative mental health clinic working 
with senior psychiatrists, psychologists and 
therapists which will meet the needs of all 
age groups with mental health issues.

Mutia has collaborated with universities 
in Jakarta as a main workshop facilitator 
introducing art therapy to psychologists, 
social workers, psychology and art students. 
Mutia also made many contributions 
introducing art therapy through social 
media such as the local news television, 
radio, press conferences and magazines.  

Mutia is involved in a mental health 
movement with the #Gethappyyuk project-  
their vision and mission is to fight the 
stigma of mental illness in Indonesia and 
to provide information and knowledge to 
the public through workshops and seminars 
about the various kinds of mental health 
professions that are available in Indonesia. 

Mutia
RibowoJAKARTA
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Penelope’s passion comes from when people, 
travel and arts intersect. She is an entrepreneur 
active in art galleries, hospitality and she is the 
founder of the Artful Retreats. She was born in 
Greece and her family home is in Crete. During 
the last 10 years she has lived in Singapore, 
Hong Kong and Sweden. Switzerland and 
Crete are the places she has lived the longest 
and are now her home. She holds a MA in Art 
Therapy from Singapore’s LASALLE College 
of the Arts. After graduation, she became 
the art therapist of Ebenezer, the school for 
the blind in Hong Kong where field experts 
described her work as pioneering. She later 
moved to Stockholm and started working 
with adult groups. She ran Creativity courses, 
inspired by art therapy principles which were 
open to everyone to follow. The aim was to 
help group participants get familiar with the 
power of the art making process while freely 
expressing their creativity. Her Creativity 
courses at Folkuniversitetet in Stockholm were 
regular sold outs for 4 years. These courses 

ignited the Artful Retreats’ creation. The 
Artful Retreats are creative wellness retreats, 
which aim to help people achieve personal 
growth through the art making process. 
Participants freely create art, express emotions, 
gain self- awareness from self-reflection and 
learn from each other’s experiences. These 
retreats are hosted in unique locations with 
elegant accommodations and complimented 
by yoga, artists’ studio visits and healthy 
delicious nutrition.

In 2016 two events took place, a 10-day spring 
retreat in the Greek islands of Santorini and 
Crete in collabortion with colleague Romny 
Vandoros and a 4 days autumn retreat in the 
Swiss Alps.

Penelope also holds a Bsc in Technology from 
Cyprus, a business management degree from 
INSEAD, France and currently undertakes an 
MBA in Tourism Innovation in Switzerland. 
Prior to studies at LASALLE, she had a 
corporate career in Marketing and Technology.

Penelope
OrfanoudakiMONTREUX

Romny has been passionate about art 
making from a very young age, growing 
up in South Africa. She qualified with an 
honours degree in Fine Art, and worked in 
public relations and advertising, later 
owning her own graphic design company 
which serviced NGO’s and small businesses.  

Over the course of 17 years, Romny’s husband’s 
career moved the young family to the USA, 
Singapore and Australia, where they have 
settled. It was during these times of transition 
and multicultural experiences, that Romny 
became an committed volunteer for various 
organisations. This ignited her passion for 
helping people. During the family’s second 
term in Singapore, this passion and her 
love for art collided in a most pleasant way 
through her discovery of the MA course in Art 
Therapy at LASALLE College of the Arts and 
she graduated in 2011. 

Romny has since been living and working 
in Sydney for the past 5 years as an art 
psychotherapist and art teacher focused 

on disabilities.  She runs a mobile private 
practice – ArtFull Therapy, working 
with the young and old alike, travelling 
to clients in aged care, hospitals, and in 
their own homes. She has lead a group for 
women who have experienced early infant 
loss, and she teaches art to adults with 
varying disabilities. For the past 2 years 
Romny has co-facilitated an ongoing art and 
creativity research study with stroke-affected 
(Acquired Brain Injury - ABI) clients at 
Macquarie University. She has assisted 
in the curatorship of various exhibitions, 
most recently an inaugural  major project 
for Cancer Council New South Wales.  In 
2016, Romny collaborated with Penelope 
Orphanoudaki  (alumni 2011) on a creative 
wellness art retreat to Santorini and Crete 
(Artfulretreats.com). 

Moving into 2017, Romny would like to 
grow her private practice and collaborate 
with other researchers on projects where art 
making is key.

Romny
VandorosSYDNEY
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AThR, MA ATh, PgDCP, B Des Hons

Chanudi’s lifelong passion is social activisim. 
The resident art therapy programme she 
conducted at a forensic rehabilitation facility 
for ex-terrorists and the involvement as a 
contributory lecturer for counselling assistants 
attached to Ministry of Social Services in Sri 
Lanka were career highlights for her. 

After graduating as an art therapist in year 
2012 at LASALLE College of the Arts, 
she moved back to Sri Lanka where she 
started her private practice as the country’s 
first qualified art therapist. She also did a 
postgraduate diploma in Counselling and 
Psycho Social Support which enabled her 
to expand her scope as a pioneering creative 
mental health professional in her native 
country. She was employed as the consultant 
art therapist at a reputed organization for 
children with disabilities where she was able 
to support and change many lives of children 

BAAT, AThR ANZATA, HKAAT, 
Health Professional Council UK
www.moonlight-luminaria.com

Tomo Aoshima Williams moved to Hong 
Kong in May 2016. Instead of the city 
skyline of skyscrapers so typical of Hong 
Kong, she found her nest in a rustic 
Hakka village in countryside of the New 
Territories. The village looks out over 
the Lam Tsuen valley, a view framed 
by an expansive skyline and beautiful 
mountains, which hide several nearby 
waterfalls. She lives in a little ‘village 
house’ with her family, growing organic 
herbs and vegetables, which she also serves 
for her clients. This is where she runs her 
own therapy practice.

Moving country is like roughly uprooting 
a plant and re-rooting it into new soil. 
This takes time and good care. The 
transitional process and its temporary 
loss of familiar support system, culture 

with behaviorial concerns and their families. 
Chanudi’s expertise includes counselling 
and art therapy, psychosocial interventions, 
forensic rehabilitation, people who misuse 
substances, children with special needs, 
neglected and abused children to people living 
with HIV and survivors of violence.

Chanudi shifted to Australia in 2014 and 
resides in Bayside Area of Melbourne with 
her family. She currently works as a client 
support professional at a day placement centre 
for adults with disabilities. She encourages 
clients’ creative engagement by emphasizing 
the therapeutic benefits thereby adding more 
significance to the art making process of clients 
who are keenly engaged with their routine 
art activities. She is a home tutor for art and 
design modules as well. In 2017, Chanudi 
hopes to expand her private practice as an art 
therapist and is excited to meet like-minded 
professionals to collaborate with.

and language made Tomo face both her 
strengths and weaknesses. Consequently 
it helped her to further define her own 
therapy style and the way she wants to 
provide her service.

She believes in a holistic approach to the 
healing process and incorporates different 
theoretical models and natural remedies 
for her art therapy practice. She treats 
each session with the sprit of ichigo ichie
一期一会  (concept of Japanese Zen tea 
ceremony to treasure every encounter, 
for it will never recur). It is her hope for 
whoever comes to her practice to feel 
their lives have been honored. In the New 
Year, she is looking at running groups 
for self-development, reflective parenting 
and natural play for children, whilst 
continuing with her individual sessions 
and clinical supervisions. She is also 
planning to collaborate with organizations 
working on nature conservation.

Chanudi
Wickramanisha

Tomo Aoshima 
WilliamsMELBOURNE HONG KONG
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O F 

I M
P O R
TA N C E

T H E

Caroline 
Essame

Caroline Essame
Art Therapist, Occupational Therapist, Educator and 
Developmental Play Practitioner. 

M
E

S
S

T H I S  I S S U E ’ S  C O L U M N :

“Don’t make a mess” words often heard from parents and teachers with children. 
Living in clean and organized Singapore, mess is not something that features 
much in our communities, there is order around and many children live very full, 
organized and clean lives. 

As an art therapist, educator and mother, I 
believe mess has an important place in child 
development. In my developmental art making 
stages Mess and Tolerance is the first stage of 
creative development and that creativity is 
important for social, emotional and cognitive 
development. This stage often begins in the 
child splashing water and having delight in 
seeing how their bodies impact on the water. 
In exploring mess a child learns they can make 
an impact on the world, they see and respond, 
they explore cause and affect, they learn to 
tolerate unpredictability and be spontaneous 
and playful. The child’s smeared food is not 
naughtiness it is exploration, we can clear it 
up but lets not make the child feel it was a 
bad thing to do, encourage them to see how 
it drips, let them understand the concepts of 
shape and form. Let them feel they can have 
some control over their world. 

Often children are told to behave 
and control themselves, but without 
understanding mess and what it means, how 
it is made and how it feels, being controlled 
is not rooted in an understanding of the 
meaning of mess. Children need to explore 
mess in order to learn control, they need 
to be able to tolerate the unpredictably of 
water play, gooey paint and making mud 
pies to grow into resilient adults. The life 
journey is often outside our control and 
many of the intuitive emotional coping skills 
of resilient adults are wired in the brain in 
the early years of messy play. Time and again 
in my clinical work I see children becoming 
happier, more confident and at peace after 
they have been allowed to explore in my 
messy art room. 

More examples of why mess matters are available in my book “ Fighting the Dragon, Finding the Self - Why art and 
play matter in early childhood” available at www.createcatt.com
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Two artists reflecting on a journey through loss

Prefacing with 

WE FIND THEM 
NEW HOMES

by Marilyn Lee

R E F L E C T I O N S :
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Artists create new homes whenever 
they experience major losses. It is 
one way to survive the unspeakable 
pain of loss. The art form contains 
all that initially felt jagged and 
fragmented.

There is loss in traumatic events. There’s the 
loss of innocence. There is loss in knowing after 
what you’ve gone through, you lost some of 
the good parts of who you formerly were, parts 
that were valuable but were sacrificed. Even 
something as seemingly flippant as cutting a 
child’s hair shorter than he or she is prepared for 
may cause him or her immense emotional pain 
and shame, or something as major as losing a 
job can fundamentally rock one’s sense of self 
worth. All losses bring forth negative emotions 
and these are worthwhile examining. There is 
possibly no end to the investigative journey 
of negative emotions of pain, anger, sadness 
and fear. Yet the same can be said of positive 

emotions like joy, peace, fulfillment, flow, hope 
and expectation.  These are everyday themes 
that fascinate social psychologists, and are what 
major motion pictures draw their inspiration 
from. Emotions make certain conversations, 
glances, occurrences, or violations stick around 
far longer than it should because of the intensity 
of the emotion embedded with it. Since our 
memory storage is infinite should it never be 
faulted, we could continue to live with painful 
negative memories until we finally find them 
new homes and free them.   Imagine the relief 
when the work says “Hello, from the other 
side” and when we no longer to carry it upon 
ourselves.  For it had felt so alone and so heavy. 
As finished artwork, it belongs to all and we 
gain freedom.

When I began searching for that ubiquitous 
answer to why loss persists and shapes us so, 
somehow, the universe responded. Opportunities 
to hear mixed media artists processing personal 
grief, and story tellers courageously performing 
their own true to life stories emerged and I 

quickly responded by scheduling them into 
my phone calendar. I had no idea how this 
investigative journey would pan out. After 
all, how do you approach a perfect stranger 
with an invitation to speak to you about 
something painful and intimate without 
intrusion or unknowingly re-traumatizing 
them? I found my answer. Pain, loss and 
grief when processed through performance, 
writing and art are transformed into 
fantastic conversation pieces.

Loss is less approachable a subject than 
the positive emotions. Often, we tread 
very carefully around loss. It is dangerous 
territory. Unless we feel equipped with 
skills and competency to deal with messy 
ugly painful emotions, we may think, “best 
to side-step it.” Retrieving or trying to give 
expression to loss that has not been processed 
with someone is not always straightforward. 
It could take a long time to retrieve. When 
traumatic experiences of loss and grief have 
laid untouched and unexposed to air and 

light for a long time, they may have no names 
when they are finally discovered, for they had 
been repressed or buried.

Speaking with Angeline Kin, I asked her about 
her multilayered experience with grief, in 
particular, with anger, fear, and shame. Of anger, 
she said she experienced rage against God over 
her father losing a future. She felt injustice that 
that her children wouldn’t have their grandfather. 
Of fear, she feared death and felt that her father’s 
pain and vulnerability must have been the worst 
way to die. Of shame, Angeline said, “we wanted 
to hold on to him, we wanted him in our lives, 
even though he was suffering. We had our selfish 
needs, and we were preparing to let him go.”

When Angeline heard of the news of her dad’s car 
accident, she was living in Hong Kong. Her parents 
were living in Johannesburg, South Africa. It was 
14 years later that the process of her cleansing of 
residual grief properly began. She began working 
in a cancer hospice as an intern and concurrently 
started the making of Grief in 2016.  
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She turns to me with eyes brightened, “art making 
for me is the pre-verbal realm – it is pure feeling 
and intuition, activating all the sense whereas 
writing is phenological.” About her artistic process, 
she tells, “I am always considering: which parts 
stand out? What is it associated with? Some shapes 
are attacking each other. Associations back to my 
life, to gain deeper layer of meaning. Excavating 
like deep sea diving, collecting and exploring into 
the inner realm is very exciting. It’s self-discovery. 
There is a feeling of satisfaction. When I’m done 
and finished, a sense of peace and calm all 
come together.”

Her piece is composed of many separately knitted 
pieces tightly wound together. After experimenting 
with various 2D mediums, it was knitting that 
felt most natural. This affinity between creator 
and yarn was created in the labor of love. When 
an artist chooses their medium, it’s usually the 
one that cuts out all the noise. I asked how did 
knitting slow down her thoughts for her, and she 
spoke with a mix of seriousness and awe, “knitting 
is wonderful! With a thread, one tie at a time, 

looping, like a psychological growth of step by 
step emotion. Like strands of something being 
transformed. Knitting creates most flow for me.”

November 2016 was an exciting month for 
Angeline. Just 6 months after receiving her Master 
of Arts in Art Therapy, she exhibited Grief at the 
Affordable Art Fair with Talking Textiles Gallery.  
Her chosen metaphor for Grief is that of a whale, 
who dives very deep. 

- ML
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Featuring

MAKING ART AS A 
WAY OF DEALING 

WITH LOSS
by Calvin Pang
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What We Are Constantly Losing, 2015
Talcum powder and clock mechanism
ø of approx. 40cm
Site-specific installation
by Calvin Pang

My personal experience with loss is that it is 
numbing. I don’t think I will ever come in terms 
with it mainly because I feel that its effects are 
somewhat permanent – similar to the cracks in a 
ceramic bowl. This numbness, however, could be 
highlighted and its edges softened, much like the 
Japanese approach to repairing broken ceramics 
with a special lacquer mixed with powdered gold, 
silver or platinum. Kintsugi – that is the name of 
the process and mending a crack through a form 
of art is what resonates with me.
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I see art as a voice. It provides me with a way to 
externalize my emotions. Working across different 
mediums, it has always been the narrative or 
message behind each piece of work which drives 
my art forward. This process of externalization 
allows me a safe space to stay with a subject, 
which explains why I prefer to be alone when I 
am making art. Faced with a personal loss (my 
family lost my mother to terminal cancer in 
October 2014), I was completely overwhelmed 
by my external realities. On the morning of my 
mother’s departure, I had managed to read to her 
a poem I worked on the night before, which is 
about the memories I shared with her and how 
her ‘silence’ is a quiet strength. 

Writing that poem, I believe, helps prepare me 
emotionally for the impending loss. It allows me to 
materialize the issue I am facing through a physical 
manifestation – a result that is tangible. I revisited 
moments which I thought were long forgotten, 
almost reliving events and emotions shared with my 
mother. Her fading response when I read her the 
poem is now one important fragment of memory 
I kept of her last days – which would not be made 

possible without the poem to build the bridge. After 
her passing, I also realized that the narrative nature 
of talking about my work allows me a certain level 
of control to revisit selected portions of my loss, 
one conversation at a time. There had also been 
incidences where I met audiences who resonated 
with another particular work about my personal 
loss (What We Are Constantly Losing, 2015) made 
from the mental imagery of the sight of my mother’s 
ashes when we collect it from the columbarium. 
Knowing that another person is going through a 
similar situation of dealing with losses helped build a 
mutual support network there and then. 

I believe there are many other perspectives where 
one can approach personal losses but through art, 
I find comfort in having the wound as the focus 
and sometimes it becomes the bridge between two 
people. I feel it is an honest and sincere way to ‘self-
medicate’ and to reach out to others and perhaps, 
yourself. Art helps me understand that it is okay 
not to be okay. It helps me to slow down and to feel 
human again. 

Art is and will be my way of dealing with loss (and life).

Calvin Pang
Art Practitioner, Art Therapy Trainee

pangcalvin.net

http://www.pangcalvin.net/
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Accompanied by 

REVISITING
GRIEF

by Angeline Kin
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My final year artwork ‘Grief ’ arose as a response 
to the medical model: it’s dehumanising effect of 
reducing a person to diagnosis, symptoms or stage 
of disease. The patient isolated in physical and 
emotional sterility and objectified to treatments 
and procedures. Physical symptoms prioritised 
over the emotional and psychological.  

In hindsight, I realise there was a deeper 
motivation, at that time unrecognised but which 
stirred my choice of placement: cancer hospice. 
Why navigate this nether region between life 
and death? Why face the constant onslaught of 
grief – humanity stripped down to raw loss and 
suffering: the loss of choice, security, health, 
identity, humanity, connection, relationship, 
time, a future and life itself. In seeking to address 
grief – was it my own unattended grief?

Grief, 2016
Sewn/knitted wool, dyed textiles & twine
ø of 51cm x 272cm
by Angeline Kin
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processing according to Lusebrink’s Expressive 
Therapy Continuum. Working with different 
media resonated and expanded the myriad layers 
of grief: abandonment, anger, fear, injustice, 
desolation, frustration, hopelessness, guilt and 
shame. I realised it began in the perceptual, 
affective painting process of liquid emotions 1, 
then to mixed media adding the tactile and 
sensorial processes to reflect its physicality 2; then 
drawing addressed my symbolic and cognitive 
thoughts 3; 3D modelling 4 as a cognitive symbolic 
construct and finally knitting5 embraced the living 
out of the process- a step by step experience in 
the tactile and sensorial realm of my feelings.

It was this latter mode that fully resonated 
in containing, validating and embodying my 
response and acceptance of grief. This craft gave 
me the tools to stay with grief, examine and 
reflect on it all aspects, in all forms: acted out, 
internalised, denied, frozen, avoided, immersed, 
displaced, projected, overcome by it and also 
transformed by it. Colours that I could weave 
and loop – stitch by stich where time stood still, 
ruminative thoughts held at bay and my entire 

1 'painting process'

4 'symbolic construct'

2 'tactile process'

3 'drawing process'

5 'knitting'

My art therapy journey was deeply personal: 
the development of reflective/reflexive thinking 
required immensely painful revisits to my past. 
I discovered that tragic life events are not bound 
by time: its memories lay dormant silently seeping 
into the bedrock of my persona. Its roots so deeply 
connected to who I am that it has become part 
of my identity: the death of my father forever 
changed my life. 

I was not present when my father passed away. We 
were living overseas at the time and flew home the 
next day after obtaining an emergency passport for 
my 6-month old son. It was a car accident, the 
driver jumped a red light and as a result, my father 
broke his neck rendering him a quadriplegic. He 
was in a coma for a week, regained consciousness 
but was on a ventilator. He survived for 4 months, 
in that time racked by pain and overwhelmed 
by fear and panic. The memory indelibly seared 
into me. Paralysed and unable to speak (due to 
a ventilator), his life was reduced to a living hell 
with the family descending with him.

Providing art therapy to support the dying, 
the suffering and the bereaved initiated a personal 
healing experience. As I began to meet other authors 

of grief from a teenage caregiver caring for her dying 
mother; a young boy’s world bereft of his father trying 
to fit in his shoes; a widow numbed from the loss of 
husband – all these heartbreaks added tone, colour 
and depth intensifying it to such a degree that paint 
could not contain it. 

‘Drawing how you feel’ was a radical departure from 
my idea of art and the search for emotion’s external 
form was and still is a fascination. Witnessing 
others’ grief and bearing its pain alongside my 
clients, I found myself drawn in, helpless in its 
grip and deeply affected. My art-making and 
response art was part of my self-care. It began 
with painting spilled into mixed media coalesced 
as ink drawing grew into 3D modelling and 
finally evolved into textiles: specifically knitting. 
I discovered deep solace in knitting: a discovery 
which became an art exploration – a craft that 
took time, a step by step process that slowed my 
thoughts, feelings and being. It is sitting with grief 
and conceiving its being; its core, limbs, peripheries 
and forms.

I realise how my visual expression was an experiential 
discovery of different media that helped me process 
my grief at every corresponding level of information 
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Angeline Kin
Angeline was born and raised in South Africa, but 
left after completing her Architectural  degree. She 
lived and worked in Asia, finally choosing Singapore 
as home. Her passion for art and psychology led 
her to pursue a MA in Art Therapy. She currently 
devotes her time between her art therapy private 
practice and freelance work. As an artist, she 
explores mixed media, wools and textiles arts as 
visceral-emotive embodiments of our inner worlds.

self (mind, body and spirit) was suspended in 
the act of creating with my hands and senses. As 
I began to piece it together, it grew organically, cell by 
cell: a visceral birthing of a living embodiment of grief:  
Something larger than life, and with a life of its own 6.

My final piece 7 was more than a response to the 
medical model or an embodiment of grief and 
more than a response to my client’s suffering: 
it paid homage to my father’s suffering and fight 
to survive; honoured the human spirit’s fight for 
life and for loved ones' losses. It enabled a deeper 
understanding of my residual grief over my father’s 
loss with every year. His death has implanted 
in me a deeper empathy in facing the ill, the dying 
and the bereaved; it has impelled me to seek to help 
bring healing and comfort to others and increased my 
capacity to deal with grief by first being immersed in 
it. And with that, it forged too a deeper appreciation 
of the art/art making and how this unspoken visual 
language expresses the deeper language of my soul. 

6 'visceral embodiment of grief '

7 'final piece'
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W O R K S H O P S :

MAKE 
YOUR OWN 
STORYBOOK!

with Studio Why Not

Register at http://www.playeum.com/artist-led-workshops

Sunday, 15 January 2017 
10:30am to 12:30pm
$43.50 per child (includes admission)
For ages 5 to 12
Playeum, Children's Centre for Creativity, 
47 Malan Road

In light of stories, come create different kinds of 
storybooks using basic but fun folding techniques. 
Explore a variety of story-making processes such 
as drawing, origami or collages and discover 
how writing isn't the only key element for your 
story to take shape. The world is indeed full of 
stories and in this workshop, children use their 
own hands to build, make and craft their very 
own self-made narratives!

Feature your projects, workshops, articles & events for free in Present. 

http://www.playeum.com/artist-led-workshops
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NEW WAYS TO 
UNDERSTAND HOW 

CHILDREN LEARN
a Workshop with Caroline Essame

W O R K S H O P S :

A new training in Developmental Play was launched 
in rural India last October, run by CreateCATT 
in partnership with Deepti Special School and 
Rehabilitation Centre in Kerala. The aim of this 
new training was to inspire special needs teachers, 
parents and clinicians to understand and use 
creativity and play in their work. 

http://createcatt.com/
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Developmental play looks at the foundation 
skills for human development that begins pre 
birth (building on the Neuro-Dramatic Play 
stages of Dr Sue Jennings 2011 and the Art 
Making Stages of Essame, 2016) and develops 
through the lower level attachment play and 
sensory-body play, growing eventually into 
imagination, role play, meaning-making 
and higher thought. This higher thought is 
the level that much psychodynamic practice 
presupposes and which is usually well in place 
by the primary school years. For children who 
learn differently however we often need to 
start at earlier development stages and to 
understand how the brain builds symbolic 
understanding and problem solving. This is 
what Developmental Play practitioners learn.

These foundation stages are what wire the brain 
for success in later life and this is why they are 
so important when we are working with children 
with special needs for without these foundations 
skills in place the child may never go on and 
reach their full potential. It is also important to 
understand when working with trauma. In times 
of stress, because of the changes in cortisone 
levels in the brain we often regress to our more 

reactive early brain, known as the reptilian brain, 
therefore needing  to work creatively at that level 
to help people recreate meaning at a profound 
neurological level. So whilst the Developmental 
Play framework was developed specifically for the 
field of special needs it also has relevance in many 
other fields where emotions are involved.

The Developmental play course also explores 
the importance of attachment and how we 
understand that. A new born child begins 
to understand human relationships through 
the love of, and engagement with, their key 
carer long before they learn to speak and 
communicate. Rocking, singing and engaging 
with your child is the foundation of attachment 
play. And through the work of Bowlby (2005) 
and others we know that love matters! Being 
massaged, playing in the water in the shower 
or the rain, rolling, moving and feeling are all 
part of sensory-body play. Human beings like 
animals need rough and tumble play, to feel 
and understand our bodies. Our bodies and 
minds are so intrinsically linked. So this course 
involved big out door play and bodywork.

This course took over 50 special needs 
teachers and occupational therapists through 
these developmental play stages and through 
rediscovering and understanding that playfulness 
themselves they were able to see how one stage 
moves on from another and think through how 
they can truly help the children and young adults 
they work with developing these skills to help 
them learn and develop.

We estimate this capacity building workshop 
should impact over 1000 children with disabilities 
in India and will run again each year. It also runs 
now in Singapore and will launch in the United 
Kingdom in June.
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Caroline Essame (4th from left)
Caroline Essame is a British trained Art Therapist 
and Occupational Therapist with a Masters 
in Education in play-based learning. Based 
in Singapore she trains at the Social Services 
Institute and runs a small clinical practice 
for children with additional needs. She is the 
founding director of her own company Create, 
Creative Arts, Therapy and Training Pte Ltd and 
is visiting creative arts and play consultant to 
Deepti Special School in Kerala, India. 
www.createcatt.com

W O R K S H O P S :

Mask making and ritual	  
Crea&ve	  arts	  therapy	  workshop	  

This	  experien&al	  workshop	  will	  introduce	  par&cipants	  to	  the	  process	  and	  products	  of	  
crea&ve	  mask	  making.	  Par&cipants	  will	  discover	  how	  mask	  making	  can	  be	  used	  as	  a	  
therapeu&c	  tool	  for	  self	  awareness	  and	  growth,	  they	  will	  make	  masks	  and	  through	  

crea&ve	  rituals	  explore	  feelings,	  thoughts	  and	  ideas.	  
	  

This	  workshop	  is	  for	  crea&ve	  professionals	  who	  want	  to	  expand	  their	  understanding	  of	  
how	  to	  use	  masks.	  It	  is	  par&cularly	  recommended	  for	  arts	  therapists,	  counselors	  and	  

ar&sts	  working	  in	  the	  social	  service	  and	  educa&onal	  sector.	  

On	  	  
Saturday	  14th	  January	  2017	  

Kaleidoscope	  Therapy	  Centre,	  Turf	  City,	  Singapore	  
9.30-‐5.00pm	  

	  
Course	  Facilitator;	  Caroline	  Essame	  is	  an	  arts	  therapist,	  occupa&onal	  therapist	  and	  educator	  with	  over	  30	  
years	  interna&onal	  experience	  in	  crea&vity	  and	  human	  development.	  This	  workshop	  has	  developed	  out	  of	  
recent	  experience	  in	  her	  training	  in	  Neuro-‐Drama&c	  Play	  in	  Romania.	  www.createcaH.com	  
	  
Course	  fee;	  $350	  including	  masks,	  materials	  and	  morning	  and	  aKernoon	  refreshments.	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Early	  bird	  rate	  of	  $300	  	  before	  31st	  December	  2016	  
	  

For	  more	  informa&on	  and	  to	  book	  your	  place	  please	  e-‐mail	  info@createcaH.com	  
	  or	  caroline.kaleidoscope@gmail.com	  

	  

http://createcatt.com/
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W O R K S H O P S :

The upcoming Singapore 
based Developmental Play 
basic certificate course will 
be held on March 10-12th.

Feature your projects, workshops, articles & events for free in PRESENT. Email Marilyn at editoranzatasg@gmail.com
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